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ABSTRACT: Black arsenic (BAs) is a van der Waals layered material
with a puckered honeycomb structure and has received increased
interest due to its anisotropic properties and promising performance in
devices. Here, crystalline structure, thickness-dependent dielectric
responses, and ambient stability of BAs nanosheets are investigated
using scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) imaging and
spectroscopy. Atomic-resolution high-angle annular dark-field
(HAADF)-STEM images directly visualize the three-dimensional
structure and evaluate the degree of anisotropy. STEM-electron energy
loss spectroscopy is used to measure the dielectric response of BAs as a
function of the number of layers. Finally, BAs degradation under
different ambient environments is studied, highlighting high sensitivity
to moisture in the air.
KEYWORDS: 2D materials, black arsenic, HAADF-STEM, surface plasmon, EELS, thickness-dependent EELS, degradation

Study of two-dimensional (2D) materials has been one of
the active fields in materials science in the past decade,
leading to advances in many research areas ranging from

synthesis and characterizations to discovery of unexpected
physical phenomena and applications. Among various 2D
materials, elemental black phosphorus (BP) occupies a
desirable position, with attractive properties such as strong
in-plane anisotropy, high carrier mobility, high sensitivity of
band structure to number of layers, and tunability of the band
gap spanning from near- to mid-infrared.1−4 Another recently
discovered and promising elemental 2D material from
pnictogen is black arsenic (BAs) that has comparable
characteristics to BP.4−7 Previous theoretical studies predicted
highly anisotropic and tunable electronic structures for BAs.8,9

From the experimental side, recently, Chen et al. showed the
existence of extremely high in-plane anisotropy in electrical
and thermal transport properties, whereas Kandemir et al.
reported high mechanical and vibrational anisotropy in BAs.5,7

Thickness-dependent changes in the properties of BAs have
also been explored. For example, Zhong et al. showed layer-
number-dependent changes in the electronic band structures of
BAs, allowing adjustable carrier transport for BAs-based
devices.6

Even at this early stage, BAs has already shown favorable
properties and a potential to be one of the building block
materials for advanced optoelectronic devices.6 To better

utilize this 2D material and to maximize its performance, study
of the fundamental physical and chemical properties, including
its stability, is essential. For instance, poor stability of BP at
ambient conditions gives a cautionary example for the
importance of this topic. In the case of BP, the ambient
degradation includes formation of a substance comprising
phosphorus oxides (PxOy) and condensed H2O and collapse of
the layered atomic structure, which considerably restricts the
practicality of using BP for optoelectronic devices.10−19

Understanding and improving the ambient stability of BAs
will determine its practical utility as well as its limitations.
In this paper, a detailed analysis of structural and electronic

properties of exfoliated BAs using analytical scanning trans-
mission electron microscopy (STEM) is presented. Atomic-
resolution high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF)-STEM
images from different crystalline orientations were acquired
and used to evaluate the degree of structural anisotropy of BAs.
It is also shown that, in the case of few-layer-thick BAs, plan-
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view atomic-resolution HAADF-STEM images can be used to
identify the exact number of layers in the nanosheet. In
addition, electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) was used
to measure the features of the electronic structures of a BAs
flake and changes in its dielectric response as a function of the
number of layers. Finally, the stability of exfoliated BAs flakes
has been examined under various ambient conditions, which
allowed identification of the key degradation-enhancing
parameters and suggested solutions for improving the long-
term stability.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Atomic Structure and Anisotropy. A plan-view HAADF-
STEM image and energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) elemental
maps of a BAs flake from a freshly prepared sample are shown
in Figure 1. Low-magnification HAADF-STEM images from
exfoliated flakes, as presented in Figure 1a, show the presence
of regions with different thicknessesthe brighter the HAADF
signal, the thicker the regionwith relatively sharp step edges
between the regions. EDX elemental maps obtained from the
flake confirm chemical composition of the flake as nearly pure
As without detectable impurities (impurity level in these flakes
is less than 1 atom %; see Supporting Information (SI), Figure
S1). Cross-sectional HAADF-STEM images of a BAs flake in
low- and high-magnification were also obtained (Figure 1b),
showing overall quality of the flakes and van der Waals layered
crystalline lattice in the [101] direction. It should be noted that
some flakes have a planar defect composed of a few-atoms-
thick Pb, which is likely formed during synthesis of BAs
crystals (see SI Figure S2).38,39 All other experiments and
analysis, except for the one shown in SI Figure S2, were
performed using defect-free BAs flakes.

To examine the crystalline structure of BAs and determine
the degree of anisotropy, atomic-resolution HAADF-STEM
images of bulk BAs were obtained from different orientations,
including three major crystallographic directionsarmchair
[001], zigzag [100], and plan-view [010]and in two
additional ones in minor directions ([110] and [101]). The
results are summarized in Figure 1c (see SI Figure S3 for
details of image noise reduction). The experimental data were
compared with computed HAADF-STEM images simulated
using the TEMSIM code,20 which is based on the Multislice
method.21 Good agreement between the two, as shown in
Figure 1c, confirms the assignments of the imaging directions
{major: [010] (①), [001] (②), and [100] (③); minor: [110]
(④) and [101] (⑤)}. The experimental HAADF-STEM images
were then utilized to evaluate the degree of anisotropy of BAs
compared to that of BP with a similar atomic structure. The
lattice constant ratios (c/a, b′/a, and b′/c) were evaluated
using the Fourier transforms of images, about 15 × 15 nm2 in
size, obtained in the three major axes (and tested using images
in two minor axes for self-consistency and reliability against
sample drift and scan noise) and compared to values for BP
found in the literature (see Table 1). The ratios calculated
using the theoretical lattice constants are also listed in Table 1
for comparison. The results, which are consistent with
theoretical predictions, show that these BAs flakes are
structurally highly anisotropic but with slightly lower (∼5%)
in-plane anisotropy compared to that of BP.

Thickness Determination. The plan-view HAADF-STEM
images can be used to precisely measure the thickness of
atomically thin 2D materials as the image contrast has a direct
correlation with the number of atoms in a given atomic
column.24,25 BAs has an AB stacking of layers where every

Figure 1. (a) Plan-view HAADF-STEM image of a BAs flake and EDX elemental maps obtained from a region of the flake (in yellow box)
that is suspended over the hole in a holey carbon support TEM grid. Kα emission signals of As, C, and O were used for these elemental
maps. (b) Cross-sectional HAADF-STEM images of a BAs flake deposited on Si/SiO2 substrate at low (left) and high (right) magnifications.
(c) Experimental and simulated atomic-resolution HAADF-STEM images of BAs from five different crystallographic orientations. A
schematic on top illustrates the geometries of projection planes. Ball-and-stick atomic model of BAs for each orientation is shown on the
HAADF-STEM images. Scale bars are 2 Å.
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other layer is half-unit-cell shifted in the [100] direction from
the layer before, as illustrated in Figure 2a.14,25 When viewed
from the [010] direction, the lateral atomic position of the
alternating layers that are half unit-cell shifted in the [100]
direction can be seen. This configuration results in a distinct
contrast in plan-view HAADF-STEM images for the odd and
the even numbers of BAs layers.14,25 For the odd numbered
BAs layers, neighboring atomic column pairs (dumbbells)
along the plan-view direction contain a different number of
atoms, resulting in dissimilar intensities in a HAADF-STEM
image. The intensity difference between adjacent atomic
dumbbells is sensitive to the thickness of a BAs nanosheet
when the number of layers is relatively small. On the other
hand, in the case of even numbers of layers, the number of
atoms in every dumbbell is identical, resulting in the almost

same HAADF intensity for neighboring atomic columns (with
very minor differences due to beam channeling).26 The strong
layer dependence of the lattice contrast in HAADF-STEM
images, for odd numbers of layers, can be utilized to directly
measure the number of layers in the nanosheet. One such
analysis, based on HAADF intensity ratios, is presented in
Figure 2b−d, where the ratios from experimental images are
directly compared with those from simulations to determine
the number of layers in the edge region of a thin flake. It
should be noted that the thickness estimation using the
HAADF intensity ratio method is practical only in thin BAs
nanosheets with less than about 15 layers (or <9 nm), as the
ratio saturates at the higher thicknesses (for more examples,
see SI Figure S4).

Dielectric Response and Electronic Structure. Low-
loss and core-level EELS from BAs flakes were measured and
analyzed to investigate the dielectric response and electronic
structure of BAs. First, bulk EELS were acquired from
relatively thick BAs samples (>40 nm). Low-loss EELS,
presented in Figure 3a, shows the bulk plasmon peak at Ep =
18.6 eV and a series of features at energies below Ep due to
interband transitions, Cherenkov radiation, and surface
plasmon excitations.27−30 Although characteristic peaks origi-
nating from the lower and upper branches of surface plasmons
in BAs are expected to be around 2 eV and 10−13 eV, as in
BP,14 they are not clearly identifiable here at this sample
thickness because of strong “overlap” with other excitations.
EELS measured using the higher-energy resolution further
reveals details of the fine structures in this lower energy loss
region (shown on the right). Three distinctly observed features
are grouped as a1, a2, and a3. A shoulder on the right-hand-side

Table 1. Lattice Constant Ratios for BAs and BPa

BAs (exp.) BAs (theor.) BP (exp.) BP (theor.)

c/a 1.24 ± 0.04 1.26422 1.31114 1.37722

1.1665 1.2837
1.3552 1.37823

1.2256 1.2598

b′/a 1.59 ± 0.08
1.54022 1.6314 1.76922

1.4395

1.5236 1.5438 1.6682 1.67823

b′/c 1.27 ± 0.06 1.21922 1.24414 1.28522

1.2345

1.2436 1.2268 1.2312 1.22323

aExperimental values for BAs from this work are shown bold; a and c
are in-plane lattice parameters in the zigzag and armchair directions,
and b′ is half of the out-of-plane lattice parameter b.

Figure 2. Layer-dependent lattice contrast of plan-view HAADF-STEM images. (a) Atomic model of AB-stacked structure of BAs. A unit cell
is highlighted with the gray lines. Left: Projected views of one-layer-thick and two-layer-thick BAs in the [010] (plan-view) direction are
compared. Right: Two layers in a unit cell are illustrated in the [100] (cross-sectional view) direction, and the slightly tilted view on the right
illustrates the laterally shifted positions of atoms in every other layer. (b) HAADF-STEM image of an edge region of a BAs flake displaying
contrast variation due to the varying number of layers. The number of layers was estimated from selected regions. Scale bar is 1 nm. (c)
Comparison of experimental and simulated HAADF-STEM images at different layer numbers. Subregions were selected from the
experimental HAADF-STEM image in (b) (marked with boxes). Scale bars are 2 Å. Line profiles were extracted from the region indicated
with red arrows, as shown in the top-left panel. The HAADF intensities between alternating sites (I1 and I2) are indicated. (d) HAADF
intensity ratios, R = (I1 − I0)/(I2 − I0), as a function of the number of layers. Intensity ratios from experimental images in different
subregions are overlaid on reference ratios obtained from simulated images shown in (c).
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tail of the zero-loss peak (ZLP) is visible in region a1, which
could be attributed to the band gap and surface plasmons. The
band gap of bulk BAs is known to be ∼0.3 eV,5,6 which is too
small to be resolved using the available resolution of 0.13 eV
and wide tails of the ZLP. Features a2 and a3, including two
identifiable peaks at ∼7.5 and ∼8.8 eV, have the characteristics
of interband electronic transitions and Cherenkov radiations;
spectral shape does not vary in the thicker samples and scales
with the bulk plasmon peak.

Core-loss EELS was also measured from BAs flakes, and the
results are displayed in Figure 3b. The As M4,5 edge with onset
at 41.5 eV is from excitation of 3d3/2 and 3d5/2 core electrons
to unoccupied p or f orbitals (selection rule: Δl = ±1) above
the Fermi level.30 The edge exhibits a combination of both
“sawtooth” and “delayed maximum” shapes, indicating that the
core electrons excite to the unfilled bound electronic states (4p
orbitals) near the conduction band minimum as well as
continuum states at the higher energies.30,31 The As L2,3 edge
with onset at 1323 eV exhibits a typical “delayed maximum”
edge from excitation of 2p core electrons to 5s and 4d orbitals.
Distinct fine structures (labeled as c1, c2, c3) are visible on top

of strong tails of L2,3 edges. The L1 edge with a characteristic
“sawtooth” shape is also identifiable at 1533 eV (labeled as c4).
These features from measured core-level EELS are fingerprints
of the electronic band structure for bulk BAs, as they are
directly correlated with electronic density of states (DOS)
above the Fermi level.30,32

To investigate the dielectric response of BAs as a function of
the layer number in thin BAs flakes, additional low-loss EEL
spectra were acquired from the areas with different numbers of
layers. In Figure 3c, a set of layer-dependent low-loss EELS,
going from 1 to 15 layers with one-layer steps, is presented.
The exact layer number determination discussed above was
used to evaluate the thickness of a particular area of the flake
used for EELS (for details see SI Figures S5 and S6). It should
be noted that due to the long-range nature of the interactions
for these low-energy electronic excitations,30 some intermixing
between these spectra is expected. As the layer number
decreases from >50 to below 20, the intensity of the bulk
plasmon peak drops, and the fine features at lower energy are
modified. When the thickness of a BAs nanosheet is about 15
layers thick, features due to surface plasmon excitations at
around 12−14 eV start to be visible. As the number of layers
decreases to nine and fewer, the features of surface plasmon
losses are dampened and modified because of coupling of
bottom and top surface plasmon oscillations and reshaping of
the surface plasmon dispersion behavior.30 Similar in nature,
changes in surface plasmon dispersion in a few-layer BP have
been reported.33−35 Additional sets of spectra with higher-
energy resolution were also acquired in the energy-loss region
below 19 eV (Figure 3c, on the right) to better highlight the
changes discussed.
As the number of layers decreases to less than 6 layers,

features in the range of a1 and a2 emerge. This can be seen in
the bottom-right panel of Figure 3c, where the measured EEL
spectra are displayed without vertical shifts, allowing direct
comparison of the intensities. The enhancement of the features
in a1 and a2, below 6 eV, in such a thin BAs can originate from
(1) strong coupling of surface plasmon modes enhancing

Figure 3. Experimental EELS data obtained from exfoliated BAs flakes. (a) Low-loss EELS with indicated bulk plasmon peak (Ep) and region
of surface plasmon (Esp) excitations. High-energy resolution EELS from the range of 1−11 eV (shaded region) was acquired and shown on
the right. The fine structures in the region are grouped and labeled as a1, a2, and a3. The positions of two peaks in a3 are indicated. (b)
Measured core-loss EELS: As M4,5 (left) and L1 and L2,3 (right) edges. Discernable peaks are labeled as b1 and b2 and c1−c4. (c) Thickness-
dependent low-loss EELS. (Left) Stacked EEL spectra that are vertically shifted for clarity and the artifact of measurement marked with
asterisk. The higher-energy resolution EELS obtained from the shaded energy range and shown on the right: stacked with vertical shifts
(top) and a few of them shown without any vertical shifts (bottom).

Table 2. Peak Positions in Low-Loss and Core-Level EELS
Shown in Figure 3

EELS feature energy (eV)

low-loss a1 3.3
a2 4.3−6
a3 7.5, 8.8

As M4,5 onset 41.5
b1 43.3
b2 42.4

As L1, L2,3 onset 1323
c1 1326
c2 1344
c3 1375
c4 1533
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excitations or (2) changes in the electronic band structure
resulting in formation of high DOS near the conduction band
minimum that are activated by electronic interband transitions.
Recently, Zhong et al.6 reported that, as the number of layers is
reduced, the band gap of BAs increases and carrier mobility
near the conduction band minimum decreases, which implies
that the onset of the low-loss region should be shifting to the
higher energy and the DOS near the conduction band
minimum should increase, making the second argument
plausible. These experimental results invite detailed ab initio
calculations of BAs dielectric function for different numbers of
layers to provide a full understanding of the origins of these
observed EELS fine structure changes at these low energies.
Ambient Stability. Stability of BAs under different

environments was also investigated. When an exfoliated BAs
flake is kept at ambient conditions, a considerable structural
destruction of the flake can be readily observed over a
relatively short time (in several days). An example of such
ambient degradation of a BAs flake is presented in SI Figure
S7. Characterization of the degraded BAs flake, carried out by
HAADF-STEM imaging and EDX elemental mapping, shows
removal of As and no accumulation of oxidized As compounds
(see SI Figure S7), which is different from the well-
documented ambient degradation of BP, where formation of
a:PxOy dominates.10−19 In contrast to the fast degradation of
BP showing formation of a:PxOy only in 40 h when exposed to
atmospheric air,14 BAs under similar conditions etches away in
about 30 days without changes in its crystal structure. The
removal of As during ambient degradation of the flakes
suggests that destruction of BAs involves chemical reactions
with atmospheric species that result in the formation of arsenic
compounds other than arsenic oxides (AsxOy), as arsenic

oxides are solids at room temperature.36 H2O in the
atmosphere, on the other hand, can participate in the
degradation of BAs, leading to the formation of volatile
products such as arsenic hydride (arsine, AsH3(g)), arsenic
hydroxide (As(OH)3), or arsenic acid (AsO(OH)3(aq)).

36,37

Thus, the effect of H2O on the stability of BAs was studied by
analyzing BAs flakes kept in humid and dry air. To rule out the
photoinduced chemical reactions, the BAs flakes were kept in a
controlled dark environment between STEM experiments,
except during sample transfers into and from STEM, during
which the flakes were very briefly (∼5 min) exposed to light
and regular ambient conditions.
In Figure 4a, a time series of HAADF-STEM images of the

BAs flakes are presented, showing distinct structural changes in
the flakes under different conditions (for more examples, see SI
Figure S8). For direct comparison, images of each time series
were normalized to the same intensity scale using HAADF
intensity of a supporting carbon film on a TEM grid as a
reference. When BAs flakes were in a humid environment
(humidity of ∼98%), destruction of most regions occurs just in
2 days, indicating that moisture accelerates decomposition of
the flake. Interestingly, a small region of BAs that was not
completely degraded on day 2 had a flat surface and several
sharp boundaries along with eroded ones. On the other hand,
flakes kept in dry air (humidity of ∼2.5%, or practically without
H2O) did not show an obvious change in HAADF-STEM
images, indicating that O2 alone does not decompose BAs.
The thickness change of the BAs flakes due to degradation

was quantified using HAADF-STEM imaging. The average
HAADF intensity of a region on the flake, indicated by green
boxes in Figure 4a, was monitored with time, and the results
are presented in Figure 4b. As observed, the BAs flakes in

Figure 4. Degradation of exfoliated BAs flakes under different environments. (a) HAADF-STEM images of BAs flakes showing degradation
over time. In the left-most column, the images show the initial state of the flakes along with conditions in which they were kept. The orange
box in the images shows EDX acquisition area. The region in the solid box is magnified and presented at different times on the right. In the
time-series images, the original shape of flakes is outlined with dashed lines. The regions in the green box were used to measure the HAADF
intensity. The initial thicknesses of the selected regions were between 15 and 20 nm. Scale bars are 50 nm. (b) Changes in HAADF intensity
with time: humid condition, blue; dry condition, red; dry vacuum condition, black; ambient condition, green. (c) Relative elemental
composition of BAs flakes as a function of time measured by EDX. Color code is the same as that in (b).
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humid air degrade over time, and it is with much faster rate
than at ambient conditions, whereas flakes kept in dry air
exhibit negligible changes in the HAADF-STEM image
intensity. The changes in chemical composition of BAs flakes
during degradation, in particular, oxygen content was
measured using EDX, are shown in Figure 4c. These EDX
data were acquired from regions with the same thickness in
each specimen highlighted with orange boxes in the low-
magnification HAADF-STEM images shown in Figure 4a. The
humid-conditioned BAs flake shows a systematic rapid increase
of oxygen percentage due to vanishing of As. In the case of a
dry-air-conditioned BAs flake, the relative amount of oxygen
also increases even though there is no reduction of thickness
(or As content) according to the HAADF intensity.
To further examine the role of oxygen on degradation, a set

of experiments was conducted on BAs flakes stored in dry
vacuum condition (humidity of ∼0%, P ≈ 10−3 Torr). The
results of these experiments are also presented in Figure 4 (for
more examples see, SI Figure S8). Interestingly, dry-vacuum-
conditioned BAs flakes degraded in the same manner as the
BAs at ambient conditions, but the amount of degradation is
very minor (see Figure 4a,b). The degradation observed here is
likely due to short exposures to ambient air when transferring,
loading, and unloading the sample into the microscope for
analysis. In these experiments, the total sample exposure to
ambient air was about the same as those in the other
experiments. Considering the identical sample preparation
procedure and similar ambient exposure of all samples, the
observation of no obvious visible degradation in dry-air-stored
samples indicates formation of a protection layer on BAs in dry

atmosphere. To rule out the effects of often occurring carbon
contamination on dry-conditioned samples, the oxygen
content of the BAs flakes stored in dry and dry vacuum
conditions was assessed by analyzing elemental ratios of O/As
and C/As (Figure 5a). In the case of dry-air-conditioned BAs
flakes, oxygen content increases with time, whereas carbon
content stays unchanged. This suggests a formation of thin
AsxOy layers on the sample surfaces under dry conditions,
which then acts as a protection layer during brief exposures of
the sample to ambient conditions before and after STEM
analysis. It should be noted that dry-air-conditioned flakes
typically have slightly higher contaminations. Interestingly, the
formation of a thin oxide layer on the surface of BP was also
reported.12,15

To further understand the degradation of the structure,
convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) patterns of the
flakes were also examined. Figure 5b shows CBED patterns
acquired from dry- and dry-vacuum-conditioned BAs flakes
after being stored for 60 days, which are compared with that
from a fresh BAs flake (the initial flake thicknesses were about
30 nm). The CBED pattern measured from a fresh BAs flake
shows clearly visible Kikuchi lines and the first-order Laue zone
ring, as would be expected from a nondegraded sample, in
good agreement with the simulated CBED pattern (see SI
Figure S9). For the dry-vacuum-conditioned BAs flake, the
pattern is slightly weaker compared to the fresh sample, which
would be consistent with the observed small thickness
reduction. On the other hand, the pattern from the dry-
conditioned BAs flake is hazy despite negligible thickness
reduction. This would be consistent with the presence of a thin

Figure 5. Analysis of degradation of exfoliated BAs flakes. (a) Elemental ratios (O/As and C/As) of BAs flakes in dry and dry vacuum
conditions with degradation quantified by EDX. (b) Convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) patterns obtained from as-prepared (i),
dry-vacuum-conditioned (ii), and dry-conditioned BAs (iii). The intensities in CBED patterns are displayed in log-scale. The scale bars are 2
Å−1. (c) Comparison of core-loss EELS acquired from as-prepared and stored in dry air for 60 days flakes. (d) HAADF-STEM images of a
small region of the BAs flake stored in humid environment for 2 days with a still mostly intact section. The edges and angles between them
are indicated. Scale bar is 100 nm. The inset shows the entire flake with original edges outlined. The scale bar is 500 nm. (e) Atomic model
of BAs illustrating {201}, blue, {101}, orange, and {102}, green, crystalline planes from the plan-view direction. A unit cell is shown by
dashed lines. (f) HAADF-STEM images of a BAs flake stored in humid conditions after being stored in dry air for 60 days. The original
shape of the flake is outlined with dashed lines. A still mostly intact section of the BAs flake left on day 1 is shown in the bottom panel, where
edges with identifiable lattice planes and angles are marked. The scale bar is 200 nm (top) and 100 nm (bottom).
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amorphous AsxOy layer and some carbon contamination on the
sample surfaces. Comparison of As M4,5 and As L2,3 core edges
obtained from dry-conditioned and fresh BAs flakes (Figure
5c) shows no obvious spectral changes in their fine structures,
again pointing out that thin a:AsxOy should be present only on
the flake surfaces.
More insight into this water-enhanced degradation of the

BAs flakes at ambient conditions can be gained from
examination of the remaining sections of the flakes after a
few-day degradation at ambient and humid conditions.
HAADF-STEM images of remaining sections of BAs flakes
upon ambient exposure show nondirectional degradation of
the structure. The images of the small but still remaining
fragments of humid-conditioned flakes show sharp edges and
flat morphology, indicating directional (lateral) etching (see
Figure 5d). For additional input, we also placed a 60 day dry-
conditioned BAs flake into humid conditions (as in previous
experiments with fresh flakes) and studied its degradation. The
HAADF-STEM image of a remaining fragment is shown in
Figure 5f, where again rapid etching with sharp edges can be
seen similar to those observed for humid-conditioned flakes.
Thickness reduction of the remaining fragments from humid-
conditioned flakes with and without pre-dry-conditioning were
evaluated using HAADF-STEM imaging and compared. Much
slower thickness reduction from the top and bottom surfaces in
the pre-dry-conditioned sample was noticed, which can be
ascribed to the a:AsxOy layer on the surfaces protecting the
flake surfaces from nondirectional degradation.
The crystallographic planes of edges in the remaining

fragment in the humid-conditioned flakes were identified. The
observed angle of 77° (or complementary 103°) between two
edges correspond to the angle between two crystalline planes
of {101} (Figure 5e). Once these {101} planes are identified,
using them as references, the planes corresponding to other
edges can be also identified. The analysis of fragments
indicates that etching preferentially takes place along the
{101}, {201}, and {102} planes. Such directional etching is not
completely surprising, as anisotropic etchings have been
observed in other 2D materials including graphene,40,41

boron nitride,41 and MoS2.
42,43

The result presented and discussed above demonstrates that
both slower nondirectional degradation and rapid directional
etching of BAs nanosheets are facilitated by moisture in the air.
The water-enhanced degradation at ambient conditions
suggests a few possible mechanisms. In one case, BAs readily
reacts with oxygen molecules in the air, and the presence of
water molecules facilitates subsequent reactions and promotes
transformation of BAs into volatile arsenic compounds, such as
AsH3, As(OH)3, or AsO(OH)3. It is also possible that BAs
directly reacts with H2O from edges and surface defect sites of
the flakes, and the presence of oxygen in the atmosphere
further enhances the reaction, promoting formation of volatile
arsenic compounds. Detailed ab initio calculation-based study
of the chemistry behind degradation of BAs is necessary to
fully understand the degradation mechanisms and the exact
role of each parameter.

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, 2D layered BAs was studied using STEM
imaging combined with EDX and EELS spectroscopy. Atomic-
resolution HAADF-STEM images acquired from five crystal-
line orientations confirmed the crystal structure and provided a
direct estimate of the structural anisotropy. It was also

demonstrated that the lattice contrast in a plan-view
HAADF-STEM image can by utilized to determine the
number of layers in thin BAs nanosheets. The low-loss
EELS, which is direct measure of the dielectric response of the
material, were acquired from BAs nanosheets and shown to be
very sensitive to the number of layers in the nanosheet. As the
number of layers reduces below nine layers, the surface loss at
13−14 eV diminishes and a feature at energy below 6 eV
becomes dominant. The study of the stability of a BAs flake at
different ambient conditions showed that, at atmospheric
conditions, BAs nanosheets degrade nondirectionally and it is
highly sensitive to moisture in the air. At humid conditions,
BAs nanosheets additionally experience directional etching
along {101}, {201}, and {102} crystalline planes. BAs flakes
stored in dry air will form a thin oxide layer on the surfaces and
will be more resistant to nondirectional degradation. The
results presented here provide a guide for better utilizing the
electronic and dielectric properties of BAs nanosheets and for
improving their ambient stability. They will also play essential
roles in evaluation of the full potential of a-few-layer-thick BAs
for incorporation into optical and electronic devices.

METHODS
Sample Preparation. BAs crystals used in this study were

purchased from 2D Semiconductors Inc., which were synthesized by a
chemical vapor transport technique using an As precursor. Plan-view
TEM samples were prepared by mechanically exfoliating bulk BAs
using Scotch tape and then transferring them onto a polydimethylsi-
loxane (PDMS) stamp (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning Co.). The PDMS
with the flakes was then stamped onto a 100 nm SiO2/Si substrate
and then detached slowly leaving BAs flakes on the surface of the
substrate. Next, polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) (950 ka.u. PMMA
C4, Microchem Co.) was spin-coated onto the substrate at 3000 rpm
for 60 s followed by a soft bake at 120 °C for 120 s. Then, SiO2 was
etched away in the etching solution (buffer oxide etchant 10:1
(NH4F/HF)), leaving BAs/PMMA stacks floating over the etching
solution. The BAs/PMMA films were washed using deionized (DI)
water and transferred to a TEM grid. Finally, PMMA was washed off
from the grid using acetone and left to dry in air for 1−2 min. For
cross-sectional TEM samples, exfoliated BAs flakes on a SiO2/Si
substrate were sectioned using a focused ion beam (FIB) (FEI Helios
Nanolab G4 dual-beam FIB) with 30 kV Ga ions, which was further
thinned with a 2 kV Ga ion beam to reduce the surface-damaged
layer. Amorphous carbon and Pt were sequentially deposited on the
flake before the FIB cutting to prevent damage from ion and electron
beams of the FIB. Specimen thicknesses were estimated using the
EELS log-ratio method with the plasmon mean-free path of λP = 80.6
nm.30

STEM Characterization. STEM experiments were performed
using aberration-corrected FEI Titan G2 60-300 (S)TEM operated at
200 keV beam energy. The microscope was equipped with a CEOS
DCOR probe corrector, super-X energy-dispersive X-ray spectrom-
eter, and a Gatan Enfinium ER EEL spectrometer. HAADF-STEM
imaging and EDX elemental mapping were carried out using a beam
current of ∼30 pA and probe convergence angle of 17.2 mrad. ADF
detector inner and outer angles for HAADF-STEM imaging were 55
and 200 mrad, correspondingly. STEM-EELS experiments were
carried out using a monochromated STEM beam with a beam current
of ∼25 pA and probe convergence angle of 19 mrad. The EELS
detector acceptance angle was 29 mrad, and the energy resolution was
0.13, 0.25, and 1.00 eV for energy dispersion of 0.01, 0.05, and 0.25
eV/channel, respectively. Energy resolution was determined from
fwhm of the zero-loss peak. Very brief Ar plasma cleaning of
specimens was carried out (for less than 7 s) before each experiment.
No visible sample damage due to the electron beam exposure was
observed under these STEM operational conditions.
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Degradation Experiments. Degradation experiments were
conducted using three as-prepared plan-view samples. To prevent
any photoinduced degradation, all samples were placed inside a light-
tight box. The humid-air-conditioned and dry-air-conditioned samples
were stored under at ambient pressure of 760 Torr and temperature
of 20 ± 0.2 °C. Humidity level was controlled by locating DI water
and desiccants (calcium sulfate purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, WA,
USA) placed alongside each sample in a closed-glass chamber (no
direct contact with the specimens). Humidity and temperature of the
closed-glass chamber were continuously measured (at minute
intervals), with relative humidity maintained at 96−100% and 0.6−
5% for humid and dry conditions, respectively. As the vapor pressure
of water at 20 °C is 17.5 Torr, the partial pressure of H2O is estimated
to be ∼17.15 and ∼0.44 Torr for humid- and dry-conditioned
samples, respectively, and partial pressure of oxygen is estimated to be
∼160 Torr (atmospheric condition) for both cases. Handling time for
loading samples into the STEM chamber and for unloading was
limited to be ∼5 min to minimize exposure to light and ambient air.
The dry-vacuum-conditioned sample was stored in a vacuum box with
desiccants. The vacuum level was measured to be in the 1 × 10−3 to 2
× 10−3 Torr range and temperature was 23 ± 1 °C.
HAADF-STEM Image Simulations. HAADF-STEM image

simulation was carried out using the TEMSIM code20 based on the
Multislice approach.21 For the atomic structure of the BAs model, the
lattice constants of 3.707, 11.441, and 4.686 Å in the [100], [010],
and [001] directions were used with 8 As atoms per unit cell.22 STEM
probe parameters used were E0 = 200 keV, Cs3 = 0, Cs5 = 0, Δf = 0,
and αobj (convergence angle) = 17.2 mrad. The ADF detector inner
and outer angles were 50 and 200 mrad, respectively, to match the
experimental conditions. The slice thickness was set to be 1 Å for
cross-sectional BAs models and 1.43 Å for plan-view models to
preserve the atomic spacing. Frozen phonon approximation44 was
used to include thermal diffuse scattering at T = 300 K. Root-mean-
square thermal displacement of 0.13 Å was used (see SI Figure S9 for
details). A source size of 0.8 Å was incorporated in these image
simulations.45

Column-to-Column ADF Intensity Ratio Evaluations. First,
raw experimental HAADF-STEM images were low-pass filtered (0.6
Å) to remove the high-frequency noise. Smaller sections of 1.39 ×
1.39 nm (130 × 130 pixel) having uniform background were cut out,
and the intensities were individually renormalized for each section.
Line scans were obtained across each row of the dumbbells, averaging
across a 0.86 Å wide strip to identify peak intensities I1 and I2
corresponding to that of neighboring dumbbells and background
intensity I0. The simulated HAADF-STEM images were analyzed in
an identical manner to obtain the ratio R = (I1 − I0/I2 − I0) as a
function of the number of layers.
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